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Abstract
In this work, we assess the viability of heterogeneous networks composed of legacy macrocells
which are underlaid with self-organizing picocells. Aiming to improve coverage, cell-edge throughput and
overall system capacity, self-organizing solutions, such as range expansion bias, almost blank subframe
and distributed antenna systems are considered. Herein, stochastic geometry is used to model network
deployments, while higher-order statistics through the cumulants concept is utilized to characterize the
probability distribution of the received power and aggregate interference at the user of interest. A compre-
hensive analytical framework is introduced to evaluate the performance of such self-organizing networks
in terms of outage probability and average channel capacity with respect to the tagged receiver. To
conduct our studies, we consider a shadowed fading channel model incorporating log-normal shadowing
and Nakagami-m fading. Results show that the analytical framework matches well with numerical
results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. We also observed that by simply using almost blank
subframes the aggregate interference at the tagged receiver is reduced by about 12dB. Although more
elaborated interference control techniques such as, downlink bitmap and distributed antennas systems
become needed, when the density of picocells in the underlaid tier gets high.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Targeting at upcoming releases, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standardization body has
focused on enhancing the end-user satisfaction and performance of Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems
by adopting new deployments strategies and concepts such as Heteronegeous Networks (HetNets) and
self-organization. In fact, legacy cellular systems with predefined structure and centralized coordination
cannot keep up with the stringent requirements of next generation wireless systems, which demand high
spectral efficiency and ubiquitous coverage with fairness at cell border. For instance, LTE-Advanced aims
at peak data rates up to 1 Gbps which contrasts with current LTE systems which deliver at most 100 Mbps
or even Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) technology over cooper landlines that can transmit
at 24 Mbps only. Operators have indeed very few options available to meet such requirements: increase
the density of macrocell sites, but that hinges on regulatory studies and approval; upgrade Radio Access
Technology (RAT) which takes time and do not fill the capacity gap completely; or expand the radio
spectrum resource, but that is definitely a very expensive and lingering alternative.
In this context, heterogeneous deployments which underlay legacy macrocells with low-cost, -power
and -complexity small cells emerge as a promising and inexpensive alternative to meet these strict
requirements. Future networks indeed benefit from self-organization in several situations, for example,
to cope with the uncertainties of random networks wherein moving nodes need to communicate over
volatile wireless channels; and to dynamically reconfigure and maintain infrastructureless deployments
of small cells with large amount of nodes in which traditional and centralized methods become costly or
even unfeasible. In order to tap into the full benefits of large-scale Self-Organizing Networks (SONs),
a number of challenges still need to be tackled, including their deployment, operation, automation and
maintenance [1], [2].
A. Related Work
The design and implementation of self-organizing functionalities in HetNets is a topic of significant
interest as evidenced by the number of recent publications [1], [3]–[8]. For instance, the self-organization
concept is used to devise cognitive radio resource management schemes to mitigate cross-tier interference
and guarantee users Quality of Service (QoS) in distinct heterogeneous deployments scenarios [9]. More
recently, the Range Expansion Bias (REB) concept is discussed within 3GPP as a baseline solution to
boost the offloading potential of heterogeneous deployments. In that regard, Authors in [10] investigate
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3the cell range expansion and interference mitigation in heterogeneous networks. Following the same
lines, Güvenç instigates the capacity and fairness of heterogeneous networks with range expansion and
interference coordination [4]. In [8], Jo et al. use the Stochastic Geometry (SG) framework to assess
how the biased cell association procedure performs in heterogeneous networks by means of the outage
probability. In multi-tier heterogeneous networks where the locations of Base Stations (BSs) are modeled
as independent Poisson Point Process (PPP), the joint distribution of the downlink Signal-to-Interference
plus Noise Ratio (SINR) at the tagged receiver is derived when the serving BS is selected as either the
nearest or the strongest with respect to the user of interest [11].
B. Contributions and Organization
In this work, we assess the performance of heterogeneous networks consisting of legacy macrocells
with underlaid small cells. The offloading potential and self-organizing feature of small cells are studied
so as to increase the overall spectral efficiency and meet the requirements of next generation systems as
well. After providing definitions and models in Section II, a comprehensive analytical framework which
resorts to SG and Higher Order Statistics (HOS) is then introduced to evaluate the performance of such
heterogeneous deployments. We discuss the self-organizing solutions and network operation in Section
IV. In that regard, we consider heterogeneous scenarios which employ REB to improve spatial reuse and
balance load between tiers. To cope with the resulting Co-Channel Interference (CCI), Almost Blank
Sub-frame (ABS) is considered as the baseline Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) technique.
Thereafter, a bitmap indicator, referred to as Downlink (DL)-High Interference Indicator (HII), is used
to identify the dominant interferers and improve the Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) at the receiver
of interest. We then investigate the concept of virtual Distributed Antenna System (DAS) which is yet
another self-organization solution to mitigate interference and improve the received signal at the receiver
of interest. Afterwards, practical evaluation scenarios are defined in Section V wherein the resulting
cross-tier interference and practical mechanism to mitigate it are of primary interest. Numerical results
are provided in Section VI. Finally, we draw conclusions and make final remarks in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
In preparation for the description of the evaluation scenarios and their performance analysis, we first
present our assumptions, make definitions and introduce our system models.
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4A. Definitions and Notation
Definition 1: (Tagged receiver) The Macrocell User (MU) who is taken as the reference to compute
the aggregate CCI and performance metrics on the DL of the evaluation scenarios. In stochastic geometry,
Palm distributions and the related Campbell’s theorem are used to characterize a random pattern with
respect to a typical point of the process, so that network-wide performance can be characterized by the
average behavior of this “tagged” node [12], [13].
Definition 2: (Observation region) An annular region around the tagged receiver over which we
account for the aggregate interference. The observation region is denoted by O and defined by the
minimum and maximum radii Rm and RM , respectively.
Definition 3: (Partial moment of a random variable) Let Y be a Random Variable (RV), then
EnY rym, yM s “
şyM
ym
ynfY pyq dy denotes its nth partial moment with ym and yM indicating the lower and
upper integration limits, respectively.
B. Propagation Channel Model
Radio links are degraded by path loss and shadowed fading, which is assumed to be independent
over distinct network entities and positions. A signal strength decay function, lprq “ r´α, where α is
the path loss exponent, describes the path loss attenuation (unbounded path loss model [14]), while the
received squared-envelop due to multi-path fading and shadowing is represented by a RV X P R` with
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and Probability Density Function (PDF) denoted by FXpxq and
fXpxq, respectively. An arbitrary interferer disrupts the communication of the tagged receiver with a
component given by
Y “ p lprqx, (1)
where p yields this interferer transmitted power, r is the separation distance from its position to the
tagged receiver, and x yields the corresponding shadowed fading.
The composite distribution of the received squared-envelop due to Log-Normal (LN) shadowing and
Nakagami-m fading has a Gamma-LN distribution with PDF [15],
fXpxq “
8ż
0
´m
ω
¯m xm´1
Γpmq exp
´
´m
ω
x
¯
ˆ ξ?
2piσω
exp
«
´
`
ξ lnω ´ µΩp
˘2
2σ2Ωp
ff
dω, (2)
where m is the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution, ξ “ ln p10q {10, Ωp is the mean squared-
envelop, µΩp and σΩp is the mean and standard deviation of Ωp, respectively.
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5Ho et al. show in [16] that a composite Gamma–LN distribution can be approximated by a single LN
distribution with mean and variance (in logarithmic scale) given by µdB “ ξ rψ pmq ´ ln pmqs`µΩp and
σ2dB “ ξ2ζ p2,mq ` σ2Ωp , where ψ pmq is the Euler psi function and ζ p2,mq is the generalized Riemann
zeta function [17]. In what follows, we use this single LN approximation to characterize the radio channel
attenuations in various evaluation scenarios.
C. Network Deployment Model
The DL of a heterogeneous networks consisting of an umbrella Macro Base Station (MBS) and
an underlaid tier of self-organizing small cells is modeled. We assume that MBSs follow centralized
coordination and spectrum allocation such that inter macrocell interference is mitigated, for example,
using fractional frequency reuse [6]. In these scenarios, picocells are uniformly scattered over the network
area, while both tiers operate in Time Division Duplexing (TDD) mode and share the whole spectrum. In
addition, communicating nodes are assumed to be synchronized so that uplink and downlink transmissions
do not interfere with each other. In every Sub-Frame (SF), each serving BS schedules a single user terminal
and interference coordination are implemented in the time-domain. The set of associated user terminals
are also uniformly distributed within the transmission range of their serving cells. Nodes communicate
using antennas with omni directional radiation pattern and fixed power. The macrocell tier transmits at
a maximum power of 46 dBm and picocells use 30 dBm.
Active picocells constitute a homogeneous PPP Φ with density λ in R2. The number of picocells in
an arbitrary region R of area A is a Poisson RV with parameter λA [18]. Additionally, we assume the
fading effect as a random mark associated with each point of Φ. By virtue of the Marking theorem [12],
[18], the resulting process,
rΦ “ tpϕ, xq ;ϕ P Φu , (3)
corresponds to a Marked Point Process (MPP) on the product space R2 ˆ R`, whose random points ϕ
denoting transmitters locations and belong to the stationary point process Φ.
D. Higher Order Statistics and the LN approximation
We introduce our analytical framework which uses stochastic geometry to model network deployments
[18], [19], and higher order statistics through the cumulants concept to recover both the distributions of
the received power Y and the aggregate CCI Z at the tagged receiver [17], [20]. The Slivnyak’s theorem
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6and its associated Palm probability are then used to derive the aggregate CCI and compute average
performance figures conditional on the location of the tagged receiver.
To establish this framework, we begin by applying Campbell’s theorem [18], [19] to the MPP rΦ defined
in (3) so as to determine the Characteristic Function (CF) of the distribution of the aggregate CCI.
Definition 4: Let Z “ řpϕ,xqPrΦ Y be a RV representing the aggregate CCI generated by the interfering
process rΦ, and j “ ?´1 be the imaginary unity; then, the function Ψ : RÑ C defined as,
ΨZ pωq “ E
“
ejωZ
‰
, (4)
is called the CF of Z.
The corresponding nth cumulants are obtained by computing higher order derivatives of (4) as presented
in our next proposition [17].
Proposition 1: Let Z be a RV and ΨZ pωq its CF. Let n P N. Provided that the nth moment exists and
is finite. Then, ΨZ pωq is differentiable n times and
κn “ 1
jn
„ Bn
Bωn ln ΨZ pωq

ω“0
. (5)
Proof: See [21, Section 9.4].
Motivated by the fact that the density of Z has no exact closed form expression [22] and that its
distribution is heavy-tailed and positively skewed [20], we use the LN approximation whose parameters
are estimated from the cumulants of the aggregate CCI. We relate the parameters of this equivalent LN
distribution to the cumulants of the actual distribution of the aggregate CCI as follows,
µ “ ln
˜
κ21a
κ21 ` κ2
¸
, and σ2 “ ln
ˆ
1` κ2
κ21
˙
. (6)
where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the distribution Normalpµ, σ2q in the logarithmic
scale.
III. BIASED CELL ASSOCIATION AND HANDOVER PROBABILITY
Following the standard handover procedure [23], the tagged MU is transferred to the underlaid picocell
tier only if the pilot signal of the target Pico Base Station (PBS) is strictly higher than the umbrella MBS1
1We consider that migrating MUs are not affected by the ping-pong effect and that the predefine triggering time has already
elapsed [24].
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7as follows,
Y P ą Y M ` Ω, (7)
where the RV Y P refers to the power received from the target PBS, Y M yields the power received from
the umbrella MBS and Ω is the handover hysteresis to avoid the ping-pong effect [24].
However, in most circumstances, the umbrella MBS overpowers the underlaid tier which shrinks the
coverage of the small cells and compromises the expected gains of spatial and frequency reuse [4], [10].
In such large-scale heterogeneous deployments, transceivers have various communication capabilities and
the restrictive nature of the typical handover procedure worsen the load unbalance problem across tiers.
To alleviate this problem, 3GPP suggests adding a positive bias ∆REB to the picocells received power
so that the rate of MUs handovers to the underlaid tier increases [10] as given next
Y P `∆REB ą Y M ` Ω. (8)
Indeed, the REB prompt the macrocell offloading and improves the spectral efficiency by relaxing the
standard association criteria used by MUs. Unfortunately, by doing so, MUs within the expanded region
of picocells do not actually connect to the strongest BSs and are exposed to high interference levels
from the macrocell tier. Fig. 1 illustrates the operation of the REB concept in heterogeneous scenarios
composed of an umbrella macrocell and underlaid picocells. The coverage area of the target picocell is
artificially increased by the positive bias ∆REB as indicated by the handover criterion in (8). As a result,
MUs are offloaded to the picocell tier more often and unburden the umbrella macrocell.
From (8), we derive the probability that the tagged MU within the coverage of the umbrella MBS is
offloaded to the target PBS. The LN approximation in (6) is used here to recover the distribution of the
received power at the tagged receiver.
Proposition 2: Consider the observation region O centered at the tagged receiver and the biased cell
association as described above; then, the probability that the tagged receiver connects to the target PBS
is given by,
Pr
“
Y M ă Y P ` δ‰ » Kÿ
k“1
ωk
2
?
pi
g pηkq, (9)
where δ “ ∆REB ´ Ω, ηk is the kth zero of the Hermite polynomial HK pηq of degree K, ωk is the
corresponding weight of the function g p ¨ q at the kth abscissa and g pηq “ 1` Erf
”´µM`µP`?2ησP?
2σM
ı
.
Proof: See Appendix A.
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8When using the standard procedure in (7), one needs to make the substitution δ “ ´Ω in (9) to derive
the handover probability.
Fig. 2 shows the handover probability for distinct network configurations. To generate this plot, we
consider that the tagged receiver is randomly placed around the umbrella MBS in an annular region
with inner radius equal to 25 m and outer radius of either 250 m or 500 m. Notice that this region
actually defines the minimum and maximum distances between the tagged receiver and the umbrella
MBS. In addition, the distance from the tagged receiver to its serving picocell varies within the set
t15, 30, 45um. When the MU is near to the target picocell, the REB does not affect the handover
probability so significantly. However, the REB effect becomes pronounced when the user is located
farther away from the picocell of interest. For sake of illustration, we consider the tagged user located
45 m away from the target picocell and bias of ∆REB “ 5 dB. In contrast to the standard approach in
(7), the handover probability increases from 38% to 54 % (dashed line with up-triangles).
IV. NETWORK OPERATION
In the coexistence scenarios under study, self-organizing PBSs employ distributed strategies to control
the cross-tier interference [1]. Hereafter, we describe these solutions and translate their operation to our
mathematical framework so as to identify their impact on the overall system performance.
A. Almost Blank Sub-frame
By observing Fig. 1, it is clear that within the range expanded region the received power of the target
picocell with REB is weaker than the umbrella MBS. To cope with this problem in such SON, the
ABS is considered as a baseline strategy to implement interference control. In fact, ABS is a time-
domain resource partitioning strategy whereby MUs in the expanded region of picocells only transmit
within the reserved slots. During these reserved slots, the umbrella MBS either implements soft ABS by
transmitting with less power; or does not transmit at all what characterizes the zero-power ABS [25].
In Fig. 3, the aggressor MBS does not transmit during the reserved slots so as to protect the range
expanded picocells. We follow [10] in assuming that only cells with REB are allowed to transmit within
the reserved subframes. The downside of the ABS strategy is that non-REB cells undergo capacity loss
since reserved subframes are left idle. Different from the typical approach and depending on the network
configuration, we consider that ABS applies to both macro and picocells. There is no loss of generality
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9in assuming that the umbrella MBS reserves 1{2 of the frame for the ABS allocation [6] when operating
with REB.
B. Downlink–High Interference Indicator
To avoid the inherent capacity loss of the ABS strategy, we also investigate distributed strategies that
rely on the autonomous coordination of nearby BSs. Inspired by the busy tones concept [26] and the
interference mitigation technique in [27], we consider the utilization of DL channel measurements for
the coordination of interfering picocells. A bitmap indicator which is similar to the Relative Narrowband
Transmit Power (RNTP) indicator in Release 8 is used to identify dominant interferers [28]. The tagged
MU identifies potential interferers by monitoring their pilot signal and reporting the measurements to
its serving BS. After acquiring this measurement report, the serving BS then coordinates by exchanging
the interference bitmap with the surrounding picocells via the X2 interface. The updating period of the
DL-HII messages is a configurable parameter which is comparable to the handover procedure [29].
Within our mathematical framework, the tagged receiver uses the interference threshold ρth to identify
potential interferers in its vicinity. Since our network operates in TDD mode, we assume that the channels
for measurements and data transmissions are fully correlated. Furthermore, the channel gain between
active interferers and the tagged receiver are assumed to be perfectly estimated by the receiver of interest.
Under the above assumptions, the set of dominant interferers is identified by the following indicator
function,
1rΦ `pbr´αx˘ “
$&% 1, if pbr´αx ě ρth0, otherwise, (10)
which defines the first coordination region denoted by R1, and where pb is the transmit power of the
reference signal of surrounding picocells.
In accordance with the formulation of Section II-C, picocells within this region constitute a MPP which
is denoted by rΦ1 “ !pϕ, xq P rΦ | pbr´αx ě ρth). Similarly, picocells in R2, which are not detected
by the MU of interest, form the process rΦ2 “ rΦzrΦ1. Notice that the coordination regions R1 and
R2 are disjoint and statistically independent by construction, therefore it follows immediately from the
Superposition theorem [18] that rΦ “ rΦ1 Y rΦ2. Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting coordination regions by
following the criterion in (10). It is worth noticing that after coordinating, the tagged receiver is only
interfered by active transmitters in R2, since nodes in R1 switch to non-conflicting resource allocation.
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C. Virtual Distributed Antenna System
By following the standard REB strategy, a user is served by a BS which does not actually provide
the strongest received power which brings about the side effect of exposing the user of interest to high
interference levels. With the virtual DAS strategy, we intend to further exploit the HII bitmap information
so that surrounding picocells coordinate over the X2 interface and establish virtual DAS with random
antenna layout. As discussed in [30], such techniques are actually a work item in the 3GPP standardization
where large scale remote radio heads are seen as a promising solution to meet the requirements of release
11. Note that with this solution we do not consider Transmit Antenna Selection (TAS) or precoding and
the received signals of the serving DAS coherently add at the user of interest. Instead of considering the
REB, the tagged MU uses the aggregate received power from the serving group which belongs to rΦ1.
Similar to the coordinated multipoints strategy, this solution requires the user data to be available at all
coordinating picocells which in its turn requires extra singling exchange and more elaborated backhaul
infrastructure [31]. Our strategy is similar to the maximum ratio transmission [32] by which all antenna
elements transmit the same information and the aggregate received power isÿ
pϕ,xqPrΦ1
Y Ppϕ, xq (11)
where Y Ppϕ, xq yields the received power from the picocell at ϕ with shadowed fading x. It is worth
noticing that the random process rΦ1 has intensity given by Pr r pbr´αx ě ρthsλfX pxq.
In what follows, we initially extend the analytical framework presented in [33] to evaluate how these
distributed strategies perform in heterogeneous networks composed of self-organizing small cells and
legacy macrocells. Thereafter, the performance of the SON is evaluated in terms of SIR, outage probability
and average spectral efficiency as shown in Section VI.
V. INTERFERENCE MODEL
Under the assumptions of Section II and with respect to the tagged receiver, we now use our analytical
framework to derive the probability distributions of the desired signal and the resulting aggregate CCI
for each one of the Evaluation Scenarios (ESs) described next. In fact, each ES characterizes a particular
network configuration, in which macro and picocells employ distributed strategies to mitigate the cross-
tier interference. The following list summarizes the evaluation scenarios under consideration.
‚ ES1: the tagged MU connects to the umbrella MBS and experiences full interference from the
underlaid picocell tier.
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‚ ES2: the tagged MU connects to the target PBS with REB, but no ICIC strategy, such as ABS, is
carried out. As a result, the user of interest which dwells in the Range Expansion (RE) region of
the serving picocell is subject to high interference levels from the umbrella macrocell.
‚ ES3: the tagged MU connects to the target PBS with REB, and the umbrella MBS implements the
ABS scheme with rate 1{2.
‚ ES4: the tagged MU connects to the target PBS, and the surrounding picocells coordinate based on
the DL-HII bitmap [29], although the umbrella MBS still interferes. This configuration is particularly
relevant when the density of small cells nearby the tagged receiver is high, or there are multiple
tiers of interfering small cells, such as femtocells.
‚ ES5: based on the DL-HII bitmap, the strongest picocells coordinate so as to implement a virtual
DAS. However, the umbrella MBS and small cells in R2 still interfere with the user of interest.
It is assumed that the picocells coordinate through the X2 interface. However, picocells can also
coordinate over the air interface for example using the coordination mechanism introduced in [33].
A. Received Power from the Umbrella MBS
In this section, we initially derive the CF [17], [20], [34] of the RV which describes the power
received from a random transmitter within O and thereafter particularize it to the umbrella MBS case.
By considering the communication model of Section II-C, we write the CF of the power received at the
tagged MU from a random transmitter within its observation region as follows.
Proposition 3: Let Y “ R´αX be a RV describing the power received at the tagged receiver from a
random transmitter in O with R varying from Rm to RM and X following the Gamma-LN distribution
of Section II. Then, the CF of Y is
ΨY pωq “ 2
R2M ´R2m
EX rR pωqs, (12)
where R pωq “ şRMRm exp pjωpr´αxqrdr and EX r ¨ s yields the expectation of the enclosed expression
over the RV X .
Proof: See Appendix B.
It is worthy noting that (12) is a general formulation which characterizes the distribution of any random
transmitter within the reception range of the tagged receiver including the umbrella MBSs and small
cells in the underlaid tier.
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Thereafter, by taking the nth derivative of the CF as given in (5), the corresponding cumulant κn is
obtained.
Proposition 4: Consider the CF of the power received from a transmitter randomly deployed within
the observation region O; then, the nth cumulant of Y is given by
κn “ 1
jn
nÿ
k“0
gpkq pβ0q ¨Bn,k
“
β1, β2, . . . , βpn´k`1q
‰
, (13)
where g puq “ ln puq, Bn,k
“
β1, β2, . . . , βpn´k`1q
‰
is the partial Bell polynomial [35] and βn “ jnpn ˆ
R2´nαm ´R2´nαM
nα´2 EX rxns.
Proof: See Appendix C.
B. Aggregate CCI from the Underlaid Tier of Small Cells
This scenario represents our default configuration in which the umbrella MBS serves the tagged
receiver, whereas the underlaid picocell tier is the only source of interference. In order to characterize
the distribution of the aggregate CCI at the tagged receiver, we use the cumulant-based framework with
the MPP rΦ [20], [33]. By applying Campbell’s theorem to (3), we derive its characteristic functional
[18] as given next.
Proposition 5: Consider the ES1; then, the nth cumulant of the aggregate CCI perceived by the tagged
MU within O and with respect to rΦ is given by,
κn
´rΦ¯ “ 2piλ pn
nα´ 2
`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘
EnXr0,8s . (14)
Proof: See Appendix D.
The aggregate CCI from the underlaid tier of picocells is computed with respect to a limited region of
the total field of interfering nodes (from Rm to RM ). To account for the neglected interference parcel
beyond RM , one needs to change in (32) the upper limit of integration with respect to r until 8. For
instance, considering α “ 3, Rm “ 5m and RM “ 250m, the aggregate interference from the region
beyond RM “ 250m (towards 8) represents only 2% of the aggregate interference, whereas for an
observation region within Rm “ 25m and RM “ 500m the neglected region contributes with 5% of the
total interference.
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C. Aggregate CCI from Multiple Tiers
The additivity property of cumulants is used to compute the aggregate CCI in heterogeneous scenarios
with multiple tiers [36]. In order to apply this property, the interference components are assumed to be
independent.
Proposition 6: Consider the two tier deployment scenario where an umbrella MBS is underlaid with
self-organizing small cells; then, the nth cumulant of the aggregate CCI perceived by the tagged MU in
O is,
κn “ κMn ` κPn . (15)
Proof: Since the interference components from both tiers are independent of each other, we can use
the cumulants additivity property to obtain (15).
D. Aggregate CCI with Inter-Cell Interference Coordination
As shown in Section IV-B, picocells use the DL-HII bitmap to self-organize into two coordination
regions R1 and R2. Herein, we derive the cumulants of the aggregate CCI generated by each such
region with respect to the tagged receiver. Small cells that are detected by the tagged receiver within R1
decrease their transmit power by a predefined value, i.e., p1 “ p´∆p so as to reduce their interference
towards the user of interest. In the following proposition, the cumulants of the dominant interfering
picocells belonging to MPP rΦ1 are identified.
Proposition 7: Consider the network operation of Section IV-B; then, the nth cumulant of the aggregate
CCI perceived by the tagged MU in O with respect to rΦ1 is written as,
κn
´rΦ1¯ “ 2piλ pp1qn
nα´ 2
"`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘
EnX r%M ,8s ´ %n´
2
α
th E
2
α
X r%m, %M s
`R2´nαm EnX r%m, %M s
*
. (16)
Proof: See Appendix E.
During the coordination mechanism, the tagged receiver does not detect the picocells within R2 which
contribute to the aggregate interference with transmit power p dBm. Therefore, the distribution of the
remaining interference is characterized by the following cumulants.
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Proposition 8: Consider the network operation of Section IV-B; then, the nth cumulant of the aggregate
CCI perceived by the tagged MU in O with respect to rΦ2 has the following form,
κn
´rΦ2¯ “ 2piλ pn
nα´ 2
"`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘
EnX r´8, %ms ` %n´
2
α
th E
2
α
X r%m, %M s
´R2´nαM EnX r%m, %M s
*
. (17)
Proof: See Appendix F.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
With regard to the tagged receiver, the performance of the evaluation scenarios is assessed by means of
the resulting outage probability and average channel capacity. The scenarios under study are interference
limited and hence the thermal noise is negligible in comparison to the resulting CCI [37].
A. SIR and Outage Probability
The outage probability is given by Pr rΓ ă γths where the RV Γ represents the SIR distribution of the
tagged receiver, and γth is the corresponding SIR detection threshold.
Theorem 1: Let V0 and V be Normal RVs (in logarithmic scale) representing the power received from
the desired transmitter and the aggregate CCI at the tagged receiver, respectively. Under the assumption
of the shadowed fading with composite Gamma-LN distribution, the SIR at the tagged receiver is
Γ ∼ Normal
`
µV0 ´ µV , σ2V0 ` σ2V
˘
, (18)
and the outage probability is given by
Pr rΓ ă γths “ Q rpµΓ ´ γthq {σΓs , (19)
where µΓ “ µV0 ´ µV and σΓ “
b
σ2V0 ` σ2V .
Proof: The SIR distribution is given by the quotient of two independent LN RVs, namely, eV0 which
is the received power from the target transmitter, and eV which is an equivalent LN RV approximating
the aggregate CCI at the tagged receiver. Hence, the multiplicative reproductive property of LN RVs is
applied to obtain the SIR distribution [34].
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B. Average Spectral Efficiency
We evaluate how the two-tier coexistence scenarios perform in terms of the location-dependent average
channel capacity of the tagged receiver [38]. By using the analytical framework previously established, and
assuming that all users are allocated on the same bandwidth W , we initially recover the SIR distribution
of the tagged receiver, and then compute the corresponding capacity.
Theorem 2: Under the assumption of the shadowed fading channel regime, the average channel capacity
of the tagged receiver is given as,
C¯ »W
Kÿ
k“1
ωk?
pi
log2
„
1` exp
ˆ
ηk
?
2σ ` µ
ξ
˙
. (20)
Proof: To compute the location-dependent average channel capacity,
C¯ “W
8ż
0
log2 p1` γqfΓ pγq dγ, (21)
we use the PDF of the SIR with respect to the tagged receiver, which is indicated by fΓ pγq. The
Gauss-Hermite quadrature [17] with the substitution η “ pξ ln γ ´ µq{?2σ are used to obtain (20).
As discussed in [7], [39] the aggregate interference perceived by the tagged receiver has non-Gaussian
nature, and the Shannon formula is used as a lower bound for the ergodic rate.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
By using the analytical framework of Section II-D, the distributions of the received power, aggregate
CCI and the resulting SIR are calculated for each one the ESs. The outage probability and average
channel capacity are also used to evaluate how the system performs with biased cell association and
interference coordination techniques.
Fig. 5 compares the CDF of the picocell received power at the tagged receiver (Y P) from Monte Carlo
simulations with those obtained with the LN approximation. In this example, the annular observation
region is defined by Rm “ 5 m and RM “ 75 m and picocells operate with a fixed power level of
30 dBm. The radio channel is affected by path loss with exponent α “ 3, LN shadowing with standard
deviation σ “ 6, 8, 10 and 12 dB, and Nakagami fading with shape parameter m “ 16 which corresponds
to a Rician channel with parameter K “ 14.8 dB. The proposed framework approximates well the power
received by the tagged receiver from a random picocell within its observation region for varying number
of interfering scenarios. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the CDF of the distribution of the power received from
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the umbrella macrocell at the tagged receiver (Y M). The umbrella MBS transmits at 43 dBm. As can be
seen, our LN model matches well the simulation results in the macrocell configuration. In addition, the
LN approximation is tighter for larger σ (standard deviation), when the resulting shadowing dominates
the variation of the received power distribution.
Fig. 7 compares the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the aggregate CCI
from Monte Carlo simulations with those from the proposed LN approximation. Our approximation
matches well with the simulation results for the evaluation scenarios under study. An annular observation
region with Rm “ 25 m and RM “ 250 m is considered. Picocells operate with a fixed power level of
30 dBm and constitute a Poisson field of interferers with intensity λ “ 10´5 PBS{m2 (about 2 picocells
on average). By comparing the scenario where PBSs are the only source of interference with that in
which PBSs and the umbrella MBS jointly interferer, it is possible to identify the harmful impact of the
macrocell component at the tagged receiver (about 12 dB). With that effect in mind, the benefits of using
ABS to avoid the interference from the umbrella macrocell altogether becomes evident. Afterwards, we
increase the density of picocells to λ “ 10´4 PBS{m2 (about 20 cells on average) and allow surrounding
picocells to use the downlink HII in order to coordinate with the serving BS. As a result, the interference
experienced by the tagged receiver is further reduced. An interesting observation is that depending on the
density of picocells and their relative distance to the tagged receiver, the underlay picocell tier dominates
the aggregate interference.
Fig. 8 shows the outage probability for distinct evaluation scenarios and increasing density of PBSs.
The expressions (18) and (19) in Theorem 1 are used to generate the numerical results shown in this
figure. By comparing the outage probability of the tagged receiver in ES2 and ES3, one observes a
performance improvement by avoiding the interference from the umbrella MBSs, which is the dominant
interferer. However, the underlaid tier of picocells dominates the resulting interference as the density of
picocells increases – The ABS gains are not so evident for a density λ higher than 7 ˆ 10´5 PBS{m2.
Hence, the coordination mechanisms are considered in this work to further reduce the interference levels
at the tagged receiver. When interfering picocells coordinate their transmissions by fulfilling the criterion
1rΦ ppbr´αxq in scenarios ES4 and ES5, the network operation outperforms the standard configuration
wherein BSs do not self-organize. In fact, when nodes coordinate following the criterion given in (10),
the tagged receiver experiences much better link quality since less interferers are active in its reserved
subframes.
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In Fig. 9, we use (20) (see Theorem 2) to compute the average channel capacity of the tagged link
for an increasing density of interfering picocells. The performance of the tagged receiver is severely
degraded by the umbrella MBS which corroborates our previous outage probability results. By employing
interference avoidance techniques in scenarios ES4 and ES5, the channel capacity of the tagged receiver
link improves significantly. In addition, the tagged receiver benefits mostly from the coordination of
surrounding picocells by means of the DL–HII which corresponds to ES4 and ES5. For instance, the
tagged receiver attains at most 1bps{Hz in ES3, while an average channel capacity of about 2.5bps{Hz
is achieved in ES5.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, we investigate the problem of co-channel interference in heterogeneous networks com-
posed of self-organizing small cells and legacy macrocells. An analytical framework which resorts to
stochastic geometry and higher-order statistics through the concept of cumulants is introduced in order to
characterize network dynamics and channel variations. We use this framework to recover the distribution
of the CCI and to evaluate the system performance in terms of outage probability and average spectral
efficiency of the tagged link. For the scenarios under study, results show that our analytical model matches
well with numerical results obtained using Monte Carlo simulations. Aiming to reduce the co-channel
interference generated at the underlaid tier, picocells coordinate their transmissions using the DL-HII
incurring minimum overhead. Finally, by employing the concept of virtual DASs, the user of interest
not only benefits from reduced interference, but also from the maximum ratio transmission among the
serving picocells.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
From (6), we know that Y M and Y P follow LN distribution with parameters pµM, σMq and pµP, σPq,
respectively. Thus, the handover probability is given by
Pr
“
Y M ă Y P ` δ‰ “ 8ż
0
yP`cż
0
fYM
`
yM
˘
fY P
`
yP
˘
dyMdyP . (22)
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where fYM
`
yM
˘
and fY P
`
yP
˘
yield the probability density function of the umbrella MBS and target
picocell, respectively. After evaluating the inner-most integral, we obtain
Pr
“
Y M ă Y P ` δ‰ “ 8ż
0
1
2
Erfc
«
µM ´ log
`
c` yP ˘?
2σM
ff
fY P
`
yP
˘
dyP (23)
After making the change of variate η “ ´µP`logpyP q?
2σP
in (23), we obtain
Pr
“
Y M ă Y P ` δ‰ “ 8ż
´8
e´η2 Erfc
„
µM´logpc`eµP`?2ησP q?
2σM

2
?
pi
dη (24)
To evaluate Pr
“
Y M ă Y P ` δ‰ in (24), we then use the Gauss-Hermite quadrature [17],
`8ż
´8
e´η2fpηq dη “
Kÿ
k“1
ωkf pηkq `RK , (25)
where ηk is the kth zero of the Hermite polynomial HK pηq of degree K, ωk is the corresponding weight
of the function f p ¨ q at the kth abscissa, and RK is the remainder value. Finally, we obtain (9) by
performing the substitutions indicated above.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
From (1), the CF of the representative interference component of a random transmitter within the
observation region O is written as,
ΨY pωq “ E
“
ejωY
‰
“
8ż
0
RMż
Rm
ejωpr
´αxfR,X pr, xq dr dx. (26)
where fR,X pr, xq is the joint density function of the separation distance between interferers and the tagged
receiver, and the shadowed fading. Recalling that the finite field of interferers is within an observation
region which is delimited by Rm and RM , the PDF of the distances from random points uniformly
scattered within O to the tagged receiver is,
fR prq “ 2r
R2M ´R2m
. (27)
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By substituting (27) in (26), we obtain
ΨZ pωq “ 2
R2M ´R2m
8ż
0
RMż
Rm
exp
`
jωpr´αx
˘
fX pxq rdr dx. (28)
After manipulating the above expression by performing substitutions and simplifications as indicated in
Proposition 3, we obtain (12).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
Consider the auxiliary functions f pωq “
ż 8
0
ż RM
Rm
exp
`
jωpr´αx
˘
fX pxq rdrdx and pg ˝ fq pωq “
ln rf pωqs. Now, using the Faà di Bruno’s formula [17] which generalizes the chain rule to compute
higher order derivatives of the composition of two functions pg ˝ fq pωq, we have
Bn
Bωn pg ˝ fq pωq “
nÿ
i“0
gpiq rf pωqs ¨Bn,i
”
f 1pωq, f2pωq, . . . , f pn´i`1qpωq
ı
, (29)
where Bn,i
“
f 1p0q, f2p0q, . . . , f pn´i`1qp0q‰ is the partial Bell polynomial [35]. After evaluating (29) at
ω “ 0 and using the definition of cumulants from (5), we obtain the following result
κn “ 1
jn
nÿ
i“0
gpiq rfp0qs ¨Bn,i
”
f 1p0q, f2p0q, . . . , f pn´i`1qp0q
ı
. (30)
The derivatives of the auxiliary function f pωq at zero are given by,
βn “ B
nf pωq
Bωn

w“0
“ jnpn
8ż
0
xnfX pxqdx
RMż
Rm
r1´nαdr. (31)
By substituting (31) into (30), the final expression for the nth cumulant of the aggregate CCI in (13)
results.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
We start from (4) and apply Campbell’s theorem [18], [19] to derive the CF of the aggregate CCI
perceived by the tagged MU as
ΨZ pωq “ exp
#
2pi
8ż
0
RMż
Rm
”
exp
`
jwpr´αx
˘´ 1ıλfXpxq rdrdx
+
. (32)
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By substituting (32) in (5), and after integrating with respect to r, we write the nth cumulant as
κn
´rΦ¯ “ 2piλpn
nα´ 2
`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘ 8ż
0
xnfX pxqdx. (33)
Recalling that EnXr0,8s “
ş8
0 x
nfX pxqdx, we turn our attention to the case where transmissions are
affected by the shadowed fading, and so from Section II-B, EnXr0,8s “ enµ`
1
2
n2σ2 which gives (14).
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7
By using the indicator function in (10), we write the CF of the aggregate CCI for the R1 as,
ΨZ1 pωq “ exp
#
2pi
8ż
0
RMż
Rm
”
exp
`
jwp1r´αx
˘´ 1ıλfXpxq1rΦ `pbr´αx˘rdr dx
+
. (34)
And from (5) the nth cumulant is,
κn “ 2piλ
ż
X
minrRM ,px{%thq1{αsż
Rm
pp1qnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx
“ 2piλ
»—– 8ż
%M
RMż
Rm
pp1qnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx`
%Mż
%m
px{%thq1{αż
Rm
pp1qnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx
fiffifl , (35)
where %m “ %thRαm and %M “ %thRαM . By integrating (35) with respect to r, we obtain
κn “ 2piλ pp
1qn
nα´ 2
"`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘ 8ż
%M
xnfXpxqdx`
%Mż
%m
”
xnR2´nαm ´ x
2
α %
n´ 2
α
th
ı
fXpxqdx
*
. (36)
Finally, we compute the partial moments of the approximating LN RV X by repeatedly applying
Definition 3, and by using the change of variable X “ eµ`σZ , where Z ∼ Normal p0, 1q, along with the
substitutions %˜M “ ln %M´µσ and %˜m “ ln %m´µσ .
EnX r%M ,8s “ enµ`
n2σ2
2 Q r%˜M ´ nσs , (37)
E
2
α
X r%m, %M s “ e
2µ
α
` 2σ2
α2
ˆ
Q
„
%˜m ´ 2σ
α

´Q
„
%˜M ´ 2σ
α
˙
, (38)
EnX r%m, %M s “ enµ`
n2σ2
2 pQ r%˜m ´ nσs ´Q r%˜M ´ nσsq , (39)
where Qrus “ 1?
2pi
ş8
u e
´ v2
2 dv. And by replacing the above expressions in (35), (16) results.
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APPENDIX F
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8
For computing the nth cumulant of the aggregate interference for interfering picocells in R2, we, once
again, begin formulating the corresponding CF as
ΨZ2 pωq “ exp
#
2pi
8ż
0
RMż
Rm
”
exp
`
jwpr´αx
˘´ 1ıλfXpxq1crΦ `pbr´αx˘rdr dx
+
. (40)
where 1crΦ ppbr´αxq corresponds to the event of not detecting interfering picocells.
The nth cumulant is then given by
κn “ 2piλ
8ż
0
RMż
maxrRm,px{%thq1{αs
pnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx
“ 2piλ
»—– %mż
0
RMż
Rm
pnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx`
%Mż
%m
RMż
px{%thq1{α
pnr1´nαxnfXpxqdr dx
fiffifl . (41)
Similar to the derivation of (36), we first integrate with respect to r and obtain
κn “ 2piλ p
n
nα´ 2
"`
R2´αnm ´R2´αnM
˘ %mż
´8
xnfXpxqdx`
%Mż
%m
”
x
2
α %
n´ 2
α
th ´ xnR2´nαM
ı
fXpxqdx
*
. (42)
And after computing the following partial moment, we obtain the expression (17).
EnX r´8, %ms “ enµ`
n2σ2
2 p1´Q r%˜m ´ nσsq . (43)
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the REB concept. Circles indicate MUs, the shaded triangle depicts the umbrella MBS and the shaded
square depicts the target picocell.
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Fig. 2. Handover probability as a function of increasing ∆REB values.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the ABS strategy with rate of 1{2. The umbrella MBS leaves every second subframe (reserved slot)
empty so that cell edge MUs which were reassigned to the picocell tier experience less interference.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the interfering regions. Unshaded circles identify dominant interferers within R1 whose received power
is above the threshold predefined ρth. Shaded circles identify remaining interferers within R2.
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Fig. 5. CDF of the power received by the tagged receiver from a random picocell within its observation region under shadowed
fading with σ “ t6, 8, 10, 12u dB and shape parameter m “ 16 (corresponds to a Rician factor K “ 14.8 dB). PBSs transmit
with constant power equal to 30 dBm.
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Fig. 6. CDF of the power received by the tagged receiver from a random transmitter within its observation region under
shadowed fading with σ “ t6, 8, 10, 12u dB and shape parameter m “ 16 (corresponds to a Rician factor K “ 14.8 dB). The
umbrella MBSs transmit with constant power equal to 43 dBm, respectively.
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Fig. 7. CCDF of the aggregate CCI Z at the tagged receiver for the interference scenarios of Section V.
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Fig. 8. Outage probability at the tagged receiver for increasing density of interfering picocells.
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Fig. 9. Average channel capacity at the tagged receiver for increasing density of interfering picocells.
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